RACPro

Sign/Highway Inventory & Mapping

• Download Data from the RAC Geo II
• Analyze and Edit Survey Events
• Map Events with GPS Data
• Generate Comprehensive Reports

JAMAR
Technologies, Inc.

Making Data Collection Easier

RACPro is a powerful software program designed
by JAMAR Technologies to allow you to interface
with the RAC Geo II distance measuring instrument.
This program can be used to retrieve stored data
events from the RAC Geo II to a computer.
Once the data is in RACPro, it can be easily edited
in a familiar spreadsheet style, and GPS Comprehensive reports can then be generated. The
software comes complete with RAC USB power\
download cable & User’s Manual.

Edit Data in Familiar Style

The program’s familiar spreadsheet-style interface makes viewing and editing data very user-friendly, even for a casual user.
Additional information can be directly added to
your data file, and data can be sorted into a number of formats for analysis. You can also easily
change measurement units, GPS format and
more on the fly.

Produce Reports

A comprehensive report of your survey data
can be easily created and output to either a
printer or electronic PDF format.
The finished report can show event codes
and descriptions, any comments you have entered, interval distance from one event to the
next, total distance from the start of the survey
to the event, elapsed and real time, traveling
speed at the time of the event, the GPS coordinates of the event and GPS accuracy information.
Setup options allow you to include or exclude
any of these categories on the report.

Map Survey Data

Data that has been collected with GPS coordinates
can be mapped using Google Maps, allowing you to
get a highly visual representation of the data you’ve
collected.
Icons used to map the events you record can be
customized to whatever graphics you desire, and
text information can be shown.

Custom Schemes

With RACPro, you can use different sets of Event
Descriptions for different surveys. These sets of
descriptions are called Schemes. RACPro allows you
to create custom schemes for any events you want
to record. You can also assign icons to the events,
which will then be placed on the map when you map
your data. These icons can be traffic signs or any other graphic you would like.

Dreading your
upcoming SIGN
INVENTORY?
The RAC Geo II
DMI makes it
EASY!
Collect Sign Data
& GPS Coordinates
as you drive....
One CLICK to
see your data
in Google Maps....
It really is that
SIMPLE!
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